
The Rules at 
Mystery Manor

1) Read Your Character Sheet and Memoriam—  
Included will be valuable information!! Be sure to review your own 
character description and the Memoriam for they both include 
background information that may come in useful at the party. 

2) Don’t Reveal Everything About Your Character — 

While there are many things that everyone needs to know about you, 
there are some things that should remain secret. Use your discretion as 
to not give too much away–you may find out at the party that you are 
the killer indeed!

3) Dress The Part —The more into character you are the easier it 
will be for you to truly enjoy all the aspects of the night. In addition, it 
adds to the enjoyment, the photo opportunities and your chance to be 
voted best dressed. See acluelessmurder.com for more costuming ideas 
and resources.

4) Use Your Money Creatively — For the game, you will 
receive money to spend any way you choose. Bribery and blackmail are 
two of the most common uses we found (and highly encouraged). The 
wealthiest player at the end of the night will also receive an award for  
their ability to turn a profit, so get creative!

5) Get Excited! — Check Night of Mystery Social for fun party 
tips, tricks, and pics! Don’t forget to follow us and tag us after!  Keep it 
fun for everyone  with NO Spoilers on social - especially pictures  and/
or  mentions of the victim and murderer!
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Please Join Us For  

A Night of Mystery 
and Intrigue  

Worth Millions!!!
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The late, great Samuel 

Sapphire has died...  

and you may be  an   

heir to the estate.

Your presence is requested at Mystery Manor 

for an evening filled with murder and mystery 

in order to commemorate the death of the late 

millionaire, Samuel Sapphire.

Among Samuel’s dying wishes, he wanted his will 

reading to be a party thrown in his honor to 

gather together those most important in his life. 

From his eccentric ex-wife to his interfering

in-laws, his spying servants to the provocative 

pool boy, it seems that everyone has a shot 

at a piece of the estate.

As one of Samuel’s closest confidants or family 

members, it is your help that is needed to piece 

together the mystifying death of Mr. Sapphire and 

to avoid being the victim of yet another murder as 

you attend his will reading.

Use caution in considering your involvement in 

this gathering for as likely as it is that you will 

walk away with a great deal of inheritance, you 

are also just as likely not to walk away at all!

The will reading of the
Samuel A. Sapphire will be held on

Please be sure to arrive at

Mystery Manor is located at

To R.S.VP., please contact
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	Date: Friday, October 31, 2030
	Address: 1234 W. Main Street
	rsvp: To Bob at 123-456-7890By October 15thWill send more details after!
	Time1: 7:00 p.m. - Don't be late!


